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Type Current Previous

Gold 1720.50 1709.00

Brent Crude 94.55 96.53

Type Current Previous Change
bps

G- Sec -6.54% GOI 7.1859 7.1757 1.02

T-Bill 91 days 5.6341 5.5998 3.43
10 Year US
Treasury 3.193 3.265 -7.2

Rate

Repo Rate 5.40

Cash Reserve Ratio 4.50

RBI Bank Rate 5.65

Statutory Liquidity Ratio 18.00

CPI 6.71

Markets End a Volatile Session Higher
 Indian shares fluctuated before ending little changed on Friday, as

investors awaited the release of all-important U.S. jobs data for
August later in the day for clues on the size of the Federal Reserve's
next interest-rate hike.

 ONGC, Hero MotoCorp, Hindalco, Shree Cement and BPCL fell 2-3%
in the Nifty pack, while Kotak Mahindra, Larsen & Toubro, HDFC,
Adani Ports and ITC rose 1-2%.

 Wipro has partnered with Cisco to accelerate cloud transformation
for customers. The partnership will enable Wipro customers to
deploy Wipro FullStride Cloud Service to enable a fully automated
hybrid-cloud stack, reducing the implementation time and enhancing
the user experience.

 The Hindustan Aeronautics Limited-L&T consortium has won a ₹860
crore deal from NewSpace India Limited to build five rockets,
marking the industry's maiden foray into end-to-end production of
Polar Satellite Launch Vehicles (PSLVs).

Global & Asian market overview
 European stocks rebounded despite mounting concerns over

Europe's energy crisis and slowing growth momentum in the global
economy. Banks and automakers were seeing broad-based gains.
Market participants shrugged off data showing that German exports
dropped for the first time in four months in July.

 US stocks After trending lower in recent sessions, stocks regained
ground in morning trading but once again came under pressure over
the course of the trading day. The major averages pulled back well
off their early highs and into negative territory. The volatility on
Wall Street came came following the release of a closely watched
Labor Department report showing U.S. employment increased
roughly in line with economist estimates in the month of August.
Commercial real estate, transportation, banking stocks, healthcare
and pharmaceutical stocks came under pressure on Friday.

 Asian stocks ended mixed as investors awaited a key U.S. jobs
report due later in the day that could influence Federal Reserve
plans for more interest rate hikes to curb record-high inflation.
Japanese stocks closed lower, with a weakening yen helping limit the
downside to some extent. China's Shanghai Composite index
fluctuated before finishing marginally higher.

Debt Market
 G-sec The G-sec prices closed lower. Subsequently, the yield on the

G-sec, rose 1.02bps and closed at 7.1859%.
 US Treasury Bond prices fluctuated in morning trading but remained

firmly positive throughout the afternoon. As a result, the yield, which
moves opposite of its price, fell by 7.2bps to 3.193%.

Indices Close Previous Chg.%

SENSEX 58,803 58,767 0.06%

NIFTY 17,539 17,543 -0.02%

NIFTY BANK 39,421 39,301 0.30%

NIFTY AUTO 13,221 13,266 -0.34%

NIFTY IT 27,746 27,847 -0.36%

Indices Close Previous Chg.%

DJIA 31,318 31,656 -1.07%

NASDAQ 11,631 11,785 -1.31%

S&P 500 3,924 3,967 -1.07%

DAX 13,050 12,630 3.33%

CAC 40 6,168 6,034 2.21%

FTSE 100 7,281 7,149 1.86%

HANG SENG 19,452 19,597 -0.74%

SSE INDEX 3,186 3,185 0.05%

NIKKIE 225 27,651 27,616 0.13%

Nifty Gainers Chg.% Nifty Losers Chg.%

ITC 1.81 BPCL -2.91

ADANIPORTS 1.78 SHREECEM -2.25
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